BUILDING PERMIT RESUBMITTAL APPLICATION

DATE_____________

PROPERTY OWNER NAME ____________________________________________________________

APPLICANT NAME _________________________________________________________________

APPLICANT PHONE # ______________________

APPLICANT E-MAIL ________________________________________________________________

APPLICANT SIGNATURE _____________________________________________________________

PLEASE IDENTIFY SPECIFIC CHANGES BEING MADE TO THE PROJECT:

_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________

----------------------------------For Office Use Only Below This Line---------------------------------------------

ARE YOU INCREASING/DECREASING THE # OF BEDROOMS? (Y/N)_____ BATHROOMS? (Y/N)_____
HOW MANY ADDITIONAL BEDROOMS? _________ HOW MANY ADDITIONAL BATHROOMS?________ (IF INCREASING, HEALTH DEPARTMENT APPROVAL IS REQUIRED WHEN ON A SEPTIC SYSTEM)

DO CHANGES REQUIRE ENGINEERED PLANS? NO _______ YES______
(IF YES, APPLICANT NEEDS TO SUBMIT TWO SETS OF WET-STAMPED REVISED ENGINEERED PLANS)

IS THE FOOTPRINT CHANGING (LARGER OR SMALLER)? NO_____ YES_____
(IF YES, APPLICANT NEEDS TO SUBMIT A REVISED PLOT PLAN WITH THIS RESUBMITTAL)

IS THE STRUCTURE INCREASING IN HEIGHT? NO______ YES______
(IF YES, APPLICANT NEEDS TO SUBMIT A REVISED PLOT PLAN WITH THIS RESUBMITTAL)

VALUATION CHANGE (INCREASE OR DECREASE): _______________________________

FOR COMMERCIAL PROJECTS: ARE YOU INCREASING THE PROJECT WORK AREA? (Y/N)____________
(IF YES, LIST AREA/OCCUPANCY INVOLVED AND PROVIDE TWO SETS OF WET-STAMPED REVISED PLANS)

ORIGINAL PLANS PULLED? (Y/N) ________

TAKEN IN BY: __________________________

RESUBMITTAL FEE COLLECTED: $_________